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CF Ring

Cena brutto 2 860,98 zł

Cena netto 2 326,00 zł

Dostępność Na zamówienie

Producent Flowcine

Opis produktu

The GLINK CF Ring consists of both the GLNK CF top frame and the CF bottom frame. Both frame
units assembled together servers as the main support ring for connecting to the rest of the GLINK
system. The GLINK CF Ring is a sturdy octagonal shaped CF tube allowing solid and stable mounting
for various GLINK parts such as the GLINK Gimbals, the GLINK MoVI / R2 mount, the GLINK monitor
clamps and/or GLINK feets. The frame is designed to be as narrow as possible in width, to give as
much freedom as possible to be creative.

The CF Ring is sold either as a full ring, with both the top and bottom parts, or as separate parts,
either the top or the bottom:

 

 

 

 

Full ring 
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The full ring is a kit with both the top and bottom frame.

Height: 640 mm
Width: 480 mm
Depth: 30 mm
Weight: 690 g

 

 

 

Top Frame 

 

 

 

 

The top frame is where you’d normally attach your gimbal. It can work without the bottom frame, if
you plan to dock it in the GLINK Docking Station.

Height: 400 mm
Width: 480 mm
Depth: 30 mm
Weight: 340 g
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Bottom Frame 

 

 

 

 

The bottom frame is needed if you’d like to work without the GLINK Docking Station, or if you need to
mount your gimbal over slung.

Height: 240 mm
Width: 480 mm
Depth: 30 mm
Weight: 350 g

 

 

 

 

MOUNTING OPTIONS

The GLINK CF Ring is designed to carry two GLINK gimbal handle units attached to either side and
one set of GLINK MoVI / R2 mount and/or GLINK Hand held mount. Additional GLINK Monitor clamps
or GLINK Feets can also be mounted easily in addition to the rest.
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